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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Manuel Vivian

Framework by Axolight

A light collection that consists of ceiling/wall and suspension
lights, with an extruded aluminium, white frame. Framework was
designed by renowned interior designer, Manuel Vivian for
Axolight. Framework lights are available in three sizes
(Framework P, Framework M and Framework G) whether in the
suspended or surface mounted version. The ceiling and wall
lights are further customisable as they are offered in a option of
three different heights/depths (depending on the installation) and
can be 13.3, 22.3 or 31.3 cm high/deep from the surface.

Although the Framework lights look wonderful as a standalone,
they are even more impressive when multiple lights are used;
creating a contemporary lighting installation. Either for open
space offices, large reception or seating areas, in venue halls or
inside your own home, the Framework lights will become a
centrepiece in any interior. The suspension lights emit an upward
lighting, which highlights the ceiling as well as the outline of the
Framework. The ceiling or wall version of the Framework will also
emit light, with a diffused beam onto the ceiling or wall and create
a playful game or lights and shadows; with strict, architectural
lines. Framework lights also benefit from an integrated LED
source of warm white light (3000K). You may also adjust the light
brightness, as the lights are all dimmable via DALI dimming
systems.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light
Source:

Framework P - 70W, 3000K, 9920 lumens
Framework M - 70W, 3000K, 9920 lumens
Framework G - 105W, 3000K, 14880 lumens

IP Code: 20

Dimming: Dimmable via Dali dimming systems. Please
consult your electrician, additional wiring may be
required on site.

Dimensions: Framework P - 127 x 65 x 5 cm
Framework M - 127 x 127 x 5 cm
Framework G - 186 x 90 x 5 cm

NOTE: For the ceiling/wall version you can further
choose between three heights/depths (13.3 cm,
22.3 cm or 31.3 cm)
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